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• The number of adults without kids will continue to grow
Figure 10: Share of US households, by presence of related
children, 2011-21

• Impact of COVID-19 on Family Planning
• 2020

Figure 11: US birth rates, by selected age group, 2019 and
2020

• 2021

• Social
• The semantics of childless vs childfree
• Happy, childfree AWOKs are largely absent from

entertainment content
• Spotlight: Skippy acknowledges existence of “fun” aunts

Figure 12: Go To Your SKIPPY® Place™ – Fun Aunt, TV spot,
2020

• Economics
• Inflation could cause some potential parents to rethink their

plans
Figure 13: Consumer Price Index change from previous year,
2020-21

• Childcare is expensive
• Shortage of childcare workers
• Policy
• Build Back Better legislation could make a small difference
• Environmental
• The carbon footprint of parenthood goes unnoticed

• Mintel Global Trend Drivers can help marketers understand
opportunities

• New strategies will be needed as American households
change

• Brands must demonstrate empathy for AWOKs’ realities
• AWOKs will appreciate brands that help them feel like they

belong

• Mintel’s Global Trend Drivers
• Help younger AWOKs identify as part of a Community
• Parents draw identity from parenthood; AWOKs, from their

personal interests
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• Spotlight: Running club facilitates community and
camaraderie
Figure 14: Instagram post promoting table tennis league, 2021

• Engage AWOKs with the promise of pleasurable
Experiences

• Position homecare as a pleasurable self-care experience
• Spotlight: Clorox makes cleaning look fun

Figure 15: YAAAAAAAAAAAS Clean! | Clorox Scentiva
• Understand what Value means for AWOKs
• Encourage older AWOKs to enjoy their health, wealth and

free time
• Promote quality for everyday purchases
• Emphasize luxury and convenience for bigger purchases

Figure 16: Online advertisement for Espacio: The Jewel of
Waikiki, 2021

• Acknowledge the realities of adults without kids
• Opt-out options for Mother’s Day
• Spotlight: Peanut recognizes the struggles of TTC women

Figure 17: Peanut Instagram post, 2021
• Position sustainability as a premium benefit
• Spotlight: Fishwife premiumizes canned tuna
• Support AWOKs with opportunities to build communities
• Younger AWOKs
• Spotlight: “Where everybody knows your (and your dog’s)

name”
Figure 18: Instagram post promoting Yappy Hour at Wonder
Bar, 2021

• Older AWOKs

• Not all AWOKs are alike
• Some lifestyles correlate with age more than parental status
• Where’s the money?
• Businesses have opportunities to bring friends together

(outdoors)
• Brands can reach younger consumers by hosting events

online or in-store
• Age influences how AWOKs define success

• Younger AWOKs

LOOKING AHEAD

THE CONSUMER – KEY TAKEAWAYS

GETTING TO KNOW ADULTS WITHOUT KIDS
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• At least a third of Younger AWOKs want to have
kids…eventually
Figure 19: Plans for parenthood, among childless adults aged
18-44, 2021

• Younger adults are staying kids themselves longer
Figure 20: Living arrangements of adults 18 to 64 years old,
2020

• Younger single AWOKs most likely to feel negatively judged
Figure 21: Lifestyle attitudes of adults without kids, 2021

• Older AWOKs
• Most older adults without kids are content to be childless

Figure 22: Plans for parenthood, among childless adults aged
45+, 2021

• 2021 Census report draws attention to older childless adults
Figure 23: Number of childless adults aged 55+, in millions,
2018

• Older women are more likely than their male counterparts
to be unmarried
Figure 24: Marital status shares, by age, 2020

• More time
Figure 25: Percentage who say they can make spur of the
moment plans easily, 2021

• More money
Figure 26: Distribution of household net worth, by age of
householder, 2017

• Greater life satisfaction
Figure 27: Percentage of adults who enjoy their current
lifestyle, 2021

• Younger, childless adults anticipate a big year
• Younger AWOKs more likely to adopt a pet than have a

child in the coming year
Figure 28: Expected upcoming life events, 2021

• Spotlight: Ben &amp; Jerry’s expands into the pet space
Figure 29: Ben & Jerry’s ice cream for dogs, 2021

• Younger AWOK couples are especially ready for changes
Figure 30: Expected upcoming life events, by age and
relationship status, 2021

• One third plan to buy a car
• A quarter of younger women without kids plan to buy a

home
Figure 31: Expected upcoming life events, by gender, 2021

UPCOMING LIFE EVENTS
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• Spotlight: Progressive’s Dr. Rick offers hope
Figure 32: Dr. Rick | Behind The Methods | Progressive
Exclusive, 2021

• Age and life stage play a significant role in financial
choices
Figure 33: Past three month spending, among parents and
adults without kids, 2021

• Almost a third of AWOKs have cut back on spending
recently
Figure 34: Past three month spending, among adults without
kids, by age, 2021

• Spotlight: Selling savings to both Younger and Older
AWOKs
Figure 35: Facebook ads for American Express high yield
savings accounts, 2021
Figure 36: Facebook ads for Fidelity retirement services, 2021

• Even those who have not saved recently hope to do so in the
future
Figure 37: Recent and expected spending, among adults
without kids, 2021

• Spotlight: Citibank’s Citi Rewards+ accumulates savings
from everyday purchases
Figure 38: National television advertisement for Citibank’s
Rewards+ credit card, 2021

• More parents do out-of-home leisure activities than adults
without kids
Figure 39: Activities done in the past three months, by
parental status, 2021

• Most AWOKs want to spend leisure time with friends
• Celebrate togetherness with restaurant deals
• Spotlight: Possibilities for Chili’s meal deals

Figure 40: Chili’s desktop display advertisement, 2021
Figure 41: Chili’s Instagram post, November 2021

• Businesses can provide a wider range of relaxing outdoor
activities
Figure 42: Activities planned for the next three months, by
gender, 2021

• Younger AWOKs are ready to make up for lost time

FINANCIAL PRIORITIES

LEISURE ACTIVITIES
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Figure 43: Activities planned for the next three months, by
age, 2021

• Spotlight: A “no kids allowed” night at the museum
Figure 44: Instagram post promoting First Fridays event at the
Natural History Museum of LA, 2018

• Unsurprisingly, the types of media that AWOKs use vary with
age

• Leverage print and broadcast TV for older AWOKs
• Spotlight: Celebrity Cruises appeals to older travelers with

print ad
Figure 45: Print advertisement for Celebrity Cruises, 2021

• YouTube and social platforms offer best chance to reach
younger AWOKs
Figure 46: Media used weekly, by age, 2021

• Spotlight: Whole Foods
Figure 47: Whole Foods Instagram post promoting Food for
Mood, 2021

• Traditional TV remains best way to reach AWOKs with ads,
but not for long
Figure 48: Media used weekly, 2021

• Women rely on SVOD to help them maximize their time
Figure 49: Media used weekly, by gender, 2021

• Spotlight: Netflix &amp; Starbucks partner to launch book
club
Figure 50: Netflix Book Club with Uzo Aduba | Official
Announcement Trailer, 2021

• Many goals are universal regardless of parental status
• Relationships are important to everyone, but parents focus

on relationships’ quality
Figure 51: Most important ways adults define their own
success (any rank), 2021

• Younger AWOKs prioritize mental health and career goals
Figure 52: Most important ways adults without kids define
success, any rank, by age, 2021

• Spotlight: SoFi normalizes conversations about money
Figure 53: SoFi | Money Talks Story #1 – Sophia + Imran, 2018

• All women value their relationships and free time
Figure 54: Most important ways adults without kids define
success (any rank), by gender, 2021

MEDIA USE

MEASURING SUCCESS
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Figure 55: Percentage of adults without kids define success
by the quality of their relationships, any rank, by age and
gender, 2021

• Spotlight: Pfizer’s Ibrance creatives highlight importance of
relationships for all women
Figure 56: Desktop creative for Ibrance, 2021

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Marketing creative
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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